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A MIDI keyboard is typically a piano-style electronic musical keyboard, often with other buttons, wheels and
sliders, used for sending MIDI signals or commands over a USB or MIDI 5-pin cable to other musical devices
or computers connected and operating on the same MIDI protocol. The basic MIDI keyboard does not
produce sounds by itself, as it lacks an onboard sound engine.
MIDI keyboard - Wikipedia
However, Chuck Steinberg has been in touch with the following additional information: Bell Labs, (inventor of
touch-pad dialing) thought that the accountants of the world, having earlier mastered the calculator keypad,
would cause errors in the slow electro-mechanical telephone number switching stations (exchanges), due to
their speed on a calculator-style keyboard.
Frequently Asked Questions about Old Calculators
Launched in 1981 by United Video Satellite Group, the network began its life as a simple electronic program
guide (EPG) software application sold to cable system operators throughout the United States and
Canada.Known simply as the Electronic Program Guide, the software was designed to be run within the
headend facility of each participating cable system on a single, custom-modified consumer ...
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